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ABSTRACT

The recent accelerated Arctic sea ice decline has been proposed as a possible forcing factor for midlatitude

circulation changes, which can be projected onto the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and/or North Atlantic Oscil-

lation (NAO)mode.However, the timing and physicalmechanisms linkingAO responses to theArctic sea ice

forcing are not entirely understood. In this study, the authors suggest a connection betweenNovember sea ice

extent in the Barents and Kara Seas and the following winter’s atmospheric circulation in terms of the fast sea

ice retreat and the subsequent modification of local air–sea heat fluxes. In particular, the dynamical processes

that link November sea ice in the Barents and Kara Seas with the development of AO anomalies in February

is explored. In response to the lower-tropospheric warming associated with the initial thermal effect of the sea

ice loss, the large-scale atmospheric circulation goes through a series of dynamical adjustment processes: The

decelerated zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies propagate gradually from the subarctic to midlatitudes in

about one month. The equivalent barotropic AO dipole pattern develops in January because of wave–mean

flow interaction and firmly establishes itself in February following the weakening and warming of the

stratospheric polar vortex. This connection between sea ice loss and the AO mode is robust on time scales

ranging from interannual to decadal. Therefore, the recent winter AO weakening and the corresponding

midlatitude climate change may be partly associated with the early winter sea ice loss in the Barents and

Kara Seas.

1. Introduction

Arctic sea ice cover has been declining throughout the

calendar year at an unprecedented pace since the 1990s

(Comiso et al. 2008), in sharp contrast to the all-season

increase of Antarctic sea ice (Simmonds 2015). A series

of positive feedback processes has been proposed to

interpret the accelerated decline of Arctic sea ice under

the global warming background, indicating a close

coupling of the local ice–atmosphere–ocean system

(Screen and Simmonds 2010; Stroeve et al. 2012). Even

though the observed sea ice retreat has been under-

estimated in the coupled global climate models, the

central Arctic Ocean is predicted to be ice free in

summer as early as the middle of this century (Stroeve

et al. 2012; Massonnet et al. 2012). Such a fast ice retreat

has drawn increasingly more attention from the scien-

tific community to evaluate the possible climate impact

resulting from the Arctic sea ice loss.

As an integral part of Earth’s climate system, the

Arctic sea ice cover plays an important role in the

Northern Hemispheric high-latitude surface energy

budget through modulating surface albedo as well as the

turbulent heat and momentum fluxes at the ocean–

atmosphere interface (Serreze et al. 2007). The direct

atmospheric responses to the Arctic sea ice loss include

increased lower-tropospheric heating and moisture

content, reduced vertical static stability, and the

stretching of Arctic air columns that results in the

slackening of the poleward thickness gradient (Francis

et al. 2009; Overland and Wang 2010). Aside from the

local thermodynamic effects, the Arctic sea ice varia-

tions have the potential to influence the midlatitude
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climate and weather (see review papers by Serreze et al.

2007; Budikova 2009; Bader et al. 2011; Vihma 2014).

The possible influences of the Arctic sea ice can be

summarized as follows: 1) creating a warm Arctic–cold

continents (Eurasia and part of North America) pattern

(Honda et al. 2009; Petoukhov and Semenov 2010;

Overland et al. 2011; Inoue et al. 2012; Mori et al. 2014);

2) changing the location and intensity of storm tracks

and storminess (Murray and Simmonds 1995; Seierstad

and Bader 2009; Simmonds and Keay 2009); 3) causing

more frequent and long-lasting midlatitude extreme

weather conditions (Francis and Vavrus 2012; Cohen

et al. 2014a) in spite of the controversy regarding the

artifact and randomness of the analysis method (e.g.,

Barnes 2013); and 4) weakening and warming of the

stratospheric polar vortex (Kim et al. 2014). The atmo-

spheric responses in all of the above studies tend to be

related to the changes in the Arctic Oscillation (AO), or

its regional manifestation, the North Atlantic Oscilla-

tion (NAO) mode. Nevertheless, the relatively short

observational record and the low signal-to-noise ratio in

the midlatitude make it difficult to interpret the physical

linkage between Arctic sea ice and AO/NAO modes

(Screen et al. 2013, 2014). Because of the complexity of

sea ice–atmosphere coupling, the large-scale atmo-

spheric circulation response to the underlying sea ice

change is often investigated using model sensitivity ex-

periments. By prescribing the Atlantic sea ice anomalies

in an atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM),

Deser et al. (2004) reported that the atmospheric cir-

culation response to sea ice change resembles the AO/

NAO modes. The sea ice loss to the east of Greenland

corresponds to a weaker and southward-shifted storm

track over the North Atlantic, which is consistent with

the negative AO/NAO response (Magnusdottir et al.

2004; Alexander et al. 2004; Liptak and Strong 2014).

Moreover, the negative AO/NAO response to the re-

duced sea ice condition has been reported in observa-

tional studies (Honda et al. 2009; Wu and Zhang 2010).

Strong et al. (2009) and Strong andMagnusdottir (2011)

further suggested that a negative sea ice–atmosphere

feedback over the Atlantic sector can be detected in

both observational data and global climate models:

a positive phase ofAO/NAO favors increased (reduced)

sea ice to the west (east) of Greenland through hori-

zontal sea ice and temperature advection (Rigor et al.

2002; Zhang et al. 2003; Yang and Yuan 2014), and the

sea ice anomalies in turn force a negative AO/NAO

response.

The fundamental effect of sea ice on the winter at-

mospheric circulation lies in its capacity to mediate

surface turbulent heat fluxes. With large air–sea tem-

perature difference during the winter, the turbulent heat

flux from an open ocean may reach 300–500Wm22,

which is almost two orders of magnitude larger than that

through the ice (Andreas 1980; Simonsen and Haugan

1996). One of the key regions ofArctic sea ice variability

is the Barents–Kara (BK) Seas. The BK Seas are at the

main pathway through which the warm Atlantic waters

flow into the Arctic Ocean (Schauer et al. 2002). A re-

cent study by Sato et al. (2014) indicated that the ice

decline in the BK sector is likely associated with the

poleward shift of the Gulf Stream front and increased

ocean heat transport into the Barents Sea (Årthun et al.

2012). Even the hemispheric-mean decline in winter sea

ice extent is due in large part to the increasing SST in the

Barents Sea and adjacent waters (Francis and Hunter

2007). The drastic BK sea ice loss, along with the recent

warming of the Atlantic inflow (Polyakov et al. 2004;

Spielhagen et al. 2011), could induce an increase of

turbulent heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere, as

shown inÅrthun et al. (2011) and Koenigk and Brodeau

(2014). A number of studies have highlighted the BK

sea ice as a crucial factor in influencing the recent

Arctic climate change (Petoukhov and Semenov 2010;

Smedsrud et al. 2013; Yang and Yuan 2014). In partic-

ular, the BK sea ice variation is capable of impacting the

air pressure over Scandinavia (Koenigk et al. 2009), the

winter cyclone track (Inoue et al. 2012), the strato-

spheric polar vortex intensity (Kim et al. 2014), and AO/

NAO modes (Liptak and Strong 2014).

In spite of numerous efforts to explore the sea ice–AO

relation, there is still a lack of consensus on the polarity

of the response to sea ice reduction in the modeling

studies, from positive phase (Strey et al. 2010; Orsolini

et al. 2012), to no significant change (Screen et al. 2014),

and to negative phase of AO/NAO (e.g., Peings and

Magnusdottir 2014). The timing of the AO/NAO pat-

tern’s establishment also differs greatly from early

winter (November and December) (Screen et al. 2013),

to midwinter (January and February) (Deser et al. 2010;

Peings and Magnusdottir 2014), and then to late winter

(March) (Seierstad and Bader 2009), possibly as a result

of the varying model forcing and experimental designs.

In the observational studies, the large spatial extent and

the temporally continuous sea ice loss make it difficult to

ascertain the key geographical region and timing of the

sea ice forcing to the atmosphere. Furthermore, the

dominant physical pathways through which sea ice may

influence the midlatitude atmospheric circulation are

not completely understood despite some suggested

processes (Mori et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2014). Cohen et al.

(2014a) summarized the current understanding of the

three pathways linking the Arctic to the midlatitude:

storm tracks, the jet stream, and the planetary waves.

They further stressed that large uncertainties and
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debates still exist ‘‘because of incomplete knowledge of

how high-latitude climate change influences these phe-

nomena’’ (Cohen et al. 2014a, p. 627). In this study, we

identify the November BK sea ice as a possible candi-

date that, through local thermal effect and remote

wave–mean flow interaction, can influence the mid-

winter AO. Through a sequence of processes involving

baroclinic response, barotropic adjustment, and the

stratosphere–troposphere coupling, the atmospheric

responses to sea ice loss are relayed from the Arctic to

midlatitudes and from the lower troposphere up to the

stratosphere with the time progression from November

to February. Our results indicate that the weakening of

AO in the recent two decades could be at least partially

attributed to the accelerated BK sea ice retreat in No-

vember. Thus, BK sea ice can be a potential predictor

for winter AO and the related surface climate, as well as

for future Northern Hemisphere (NH) climate change.

Our study is unique in exploring the sequence of

physical processes to reveal the possible dynamic adjust-

ment of the atmospheric circulation to the underlying sea

ice forcing through observational analysis. The outline of

the work is as follows: The data and methods used in the

study are discussed in section 2. In section 3, the No-

vember sea ice index for the Barents and Kara Seas is

defined, and the effect of BK sea ice decline on the Arctic

warming is established. Next the winter extratropical at-

mospheric circulation variability associated with the sea

ice anomalies is described in section 4, followed in section 5

by the wave–mean flow interaction mechanism, which is

used to interpret the internal atmospheric dynamical ad-

justment processes. Finally, section 6 presents a synthesis

of all involved dynamic processes and discussions.

2. Data and methods

The sea ice concentration (SIC) dataset was developed

by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

teamusing theNimbus-7SMMR(1978–87),DMSPSSM/I

(1987–2009), and DMSP SSMIS (2008–present) satellite

passive microwave radiances on a 25km 3 25km polar

stereographic grid (Cavalieri et al. 2013). The monthly

mean data of SIC for 35 years from January 1979 to De-

cember 2013 are used in this study.

The monthly AO and NAO indices are downloaded

from the NOAA/Climate Prediction Center file server

(ftp://ftp.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov). The monthly and daily

meteorological fields including air temperature, geo-

potential height, horizontal and vertical velocities, and

surface latent and sensible heat fluxes are obtained from

the ERA-Interim dataset (Dee et al. 2011), with a hor-

izontal resolution of 1.58 3 1.58 and 37 pressure levels

from 1000 to 1hPa.

The Eliassen–Palm (EP) flux on a latitude–pressure

section is computed from the following formula:

(Fu,Fp
)5p cosu3

�
2[u0y0],

2V sinu
S

[y0T 0]
�
.

Here u, y, T, u, p, and V are the zonal and meridional

winds, air temperature, latitude, pressure, and Earth’s

rotation angular velocity, respectively. The static sta-

bility parameter S is defined as S5 (›T̂/›z)1 (kT̂/H),

where H52(ẑ/lnp) is the scale height, k ’ 0.286 is a

constant, and the hat represents the area average in the

extratropical Northern Hemisphere (poleward of 208N).

The square bracket stands for zonal mean, and the

overbar stands for timemean. Prime denotes the deviation

from zonal mean for the stationary wave EP fluxes or the

deviation from monthly mean for the transient eddy EP

fluxes. The meridional and vertical components of EP flux

represent the wave momentum and heat fluxes as well as

the wave energy propagation in the meridional and ver-

tical directions. The EP flux divergence = � F5 ›Fu/›y1
›Fp/›z is equal to the poleward flux of quasigeo-

strophic potential vorticity y0q0. According to the

nonfrictional quasigeostrophic transformed Eulerian

mean (TEM) equations, ›u/›t5 f0y*1 y0q0, the me-

ridional potential vorticity flux could be an important

forcing factor for the acceleration and deceleration of

the zonal-mean zonal flow [for details, refer to Vallis

(2006, chapter 7)]. Therefore, the EP flux divergence is an

excellent diagnostic tool for wave–mean flow interaction,

with EP flux divergence (convergence) tending to accel-

erate (decelerate) the zonal-mean zonal flow.

One of the relevant sea ice indices used in the study,

the November BK sea ice index (NovBASI) is obtained

by first summing up the areas of all grid boxes covered

with at least 15% sea ice concentration in the Barents

and Kara Seas (708–828N, 158–1038E) in November and

then normalizing the time series with its standard de-

viation. Because of the large trend in this index, we

further constructed the detrended NovBASI by re-

moving the 1979–2013 linear trend from the NovBASI.

The regression coefficients of the zonal-mean atmo-

spheric fields (e.g., geopotential height H, air tempera-

ture T, and zonal wind U) onto the sea ice index are

estimated using the least-squares fit after removing all

linear trends, asR(u, p)5SI0(t)A0(u, p, t)/SI0(t)2, where
SI(t) is the sea ice index at time t and A(u, p, t) is the
zonal-mean atmospheric variable on ameridional plane.

The overbar (prime) denotes the time mean (the de-

viation from the time mean). The statistical significance

of the regression coefficients is assessed using a Stu-

dent’s t test following Bretherton et al. (1999). To ex-

plore the time evolution of atmospheric circulation in

response to the initial sea ice forcing, composite analyses
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are applied to the daily data as well as the monthly data-

based on the high and low sea ice index years. Here, all

daily data are preprocessed by a 15-day running mean in

order to filter out the higher-frequency fluctuations.

We follow Santer et al. (2000) to estimate the linear

trend and its significance level by taking account of the

lag-1 autocorrelation of the time series. The trend that is

congruent to the sea ice decline is computed as aR(u, p),
where a is the sea ice trend and R(u, p) is the regression
coefficients between the detrended atmospheric vari-

ables and the sea ice index. Our method differs slightly

from the method used by previous studies, such as

Thompson et al. (2000) and Zhou and Li (2008). In

contrast to these previous studies, we used detrended

data for calculating the regression coefficients. This

process can effectively rule out the inflation of the re-

gression coefficient by coincident trends that may lack

physical connection but not change the pattern quali-

tatively. The atmospheric circulation trends could be

significantly attributed to the sea ice change when the

regression coefficients between them are significant at

the 95% confidence level based on the Student’s t test.

Note the trend congruence method, though statistically

reasonable, is based on an implicit assumption that the

covariation associated with the high- and low-frequency

fluctuations applies physically and translates meaning-

fully to the context of trends. Therefore, care must be

taken in using this method to interpret long-term

climate change.

3. The key region and critical timing of sea ice
forcing

a. Sea ice trends and interannual variability

The spatial pattern of the annual-mean sea ice con-

centration trends during the period of 1979–2013 is ex-

hibited in Fig. 1a. For the last three decades, the

negative sea ice trends dominate the entire Arctic re-

gion, except for the Bering Sea and the northern

Greenland Sea. The most dramatic ice loss occurs in the

BK Seas, with a decline of over 12%decade21. The

longitude–month distribution of sea ice trends averaged

for 708–858N reveals that the sea ice decline trends in the

BK sector persist throughout the year, in contrast to the

strong seasonality of sea ice trends in the Chukchi, East

Siberian, and Laptev Seas (Fig. 1b). In addition to the

long-term trend, the interannual variability of Arctic sea

ice in wintertime is also dominated by the BK sea ice

anomalies, as represented by the maximum SIC stan-

dard deviations in BK sectors from November to May

(Fig. 1b, black thin contours). The BK area-mean sur-

face net heat flux trends and standard deviations for

each calendar month during the period of 1979–2013 are

displayed in Fig. 1c. In the wintertime from October to

May, the BK surface heat fluxes from the ocean to at-

mosphere exhibit increased trends and large interannual

variations, both of which peak in the month of Novem-

ber. The greatest increase of BK surface heat flux in

November may result from the combination of the open

water area expansion associated with the local sea ice

retreat and the seasonally dependent air–sea tempera-

ture differences. Although Koenigk et al. (2015) sug-

gested that November sea ice in BK Seas has the largest

impact on NAO, the trends and variability of surface

fluxes presented in Fig. 1b provide evidence why No-

vember is the critical month. In the annual cycle, BK

mean surface heat flux is upward throughout the year

(except for July) (figure not shown), the negative heat

flux trends in summer months are likely due to the

northward shift of the ice edge and the drawdown of

ocean heat by the excessive ice melting.

b. Construction of November Barents and Kara sea
ice index

Model sensitivity experiments by Deser et al. (2010)

found that the seasonal cycle of the climate response to

sea ice anomalies followed that of the net surface heat

flux rather than that of the sea ice itself. The peaks of BK

surface heat flux standard deviation and trend in No-

vember (Fig. 1c) correspond to the westward shift of

maximum SIC anomalies from the Chukchi and East

Siberian Seas in summertime to the BK sector in win-

tertime (Fig. 1b), designating November as the critical

time of sea ice forcing to the winter atmospheric circu-

lation. Therefore, we establish a November BK sea ice

index to investigate the impact of sea ice on the over-

lying atmospheric circulation. Figure 2a illustrates the

normalized NovBASI, as discussed in section 2. In re-

cent decades, the November BK sea ice extent retreats at

an accelerated rate, with the trend slopes ranging from

20.482decade21 during 1979–2013, to 21.179decade21

during 1988–2013, and further to21.952decade21 during

1998–2013 (Fig. 2a). After the linear trend for the entire

period is removed from the NovBASI, the detrended

index exhibits a strong variation on the decadal time

scale, with positive anomalies in the 1990s and negative

anomalies in the 1980s and the recent decade (Fig. 2b).

The power spectrum analysis of the NovBASI yields

significant peaks at the interannual time scale (3–4yr)

and decadal periods at the 95% confidence level against

the red-noise spectrum (figure not shown).Accordingly, a

harmonic analysis of Fourier transforms is applied to

derive the decadal (longer than 10-yr period) and in-

terannual (2–10-yr period) parts of NovBASI (Figs. 2b,c).

This way, we linearly separate the NovBASI into three

components: a long-term trend, a decadal oscillation
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(low-NovBASI), and the interannual variability (hi-

NovBASI). Because of the nonlinearity of the sea ice trend

over the satellite era, linear detrending of theNovBASI time

series with a slower decline in the first half (pre-1998) and

faster decline in the secondhalf (post-1998)will automatically

lead to a detrended time series with some decadal-scale

fluctuations. Thus the low-NovBASI on decadal and longer

time scales may contain the factitious low-frequency oscilla-

tion as a result of the linear detrending process. In addition,

the decadal variability observed in this studymay be partially

due to anthropogenic forcing as well as natural decadal

variations in sea ice extent. In this study, the dynamic link

between the winter atmospheric circulation and the Arctic

sea ice anomalies is investigated through either linear

regression or composite methods mostly based on the hi-

NovBASI (Fig. 2c), unless otherwise stated. A total of 17

out of the 35 years is selected on the threshold of plus or

minus one standard deviation of hi-NovBASI. The

compositing analysis is not sensitive to the sample size, as

the results are qualitatively unchanged by varying the

FIG. 1. (a) Linear trends of annual-mean sea ice concentration during the period of 1979–2013. The red solid lines

mark the Barents and Kara Seas. (b) Linear trends (color shading) and standard deviation (black contours) of 708–
858N [the gray ring in (a)] mean sea ice concentration for eachmonth. Only the positive (negative) trends that exceed

the 95% confidence level are shown. Thick red dashed lines define the longitudinal extension of the Barents andKara

Seas. (c) Linear trends (black bars) and standard deviation (gray bars) of BKmean net surface turbulent heat flux for

each calendar month. The dashed line marks the month of November.
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threshold to 61.25 or 60.75 standard deviation (figures

not shown).Also, the low-NovBASI is applied to validate

the robustness of the NovBASI–AO connection on de-

cadal time scales.

c. Direct thermal effect of Barents and Kara sea ice

The November BK sea ice anomalies may act as a

diabatic heating source to the overlying atmosphere

through creating more open water area and increasing

the local heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere.

The direct thermal forcing of November BK sea ice loss

and the role of such loss on the recent Arctic amplifi-

cation of global warming are illustrated in Fig. 3, which

shows the zonal-mean 2-m air temperature trends for

the period 1979–2013 (Fig. 3a) and the trends congruent

to the NovBASI (Fig. 3b). From late fall through winter,

the warming trends amplified poleward, but their do-

main shrank with the season. Almost no warming ten-

dency appeared in midwinter (December–January) south

of 608N (Fig. 3a). To estimate how much of this Arctic

warming is associated with the November BK sea ice loss,

we then regressed the detrended zonal-mean temperature

anomalies onto the detrended NovBASI and multiplied

the regression coefficients with the actual linear trend

value of NovBASI to obtain the congruentArctic warming

trend to the sea ice trend. The temperature trends con-

gruent to theNovBASI (Fig. 3b) bear some resemblance to

the observed trends, but thewarming is confined tonorth of

708N, and there are significant cooling trends south of 708N
from December to March. We also examined the surface

air temperature trends in each grid box for the winter

months. The result exhibits a westward shift of the maxi-

mum Arctic warming with season, from the Chukchi–East

Siberian Seas (October–November) to the BK Seas

(December–February) (figures not shown). This matches

thewestward shift ofArctic sea ice variability from summer

to winter (Fig. 1b), suggesting a possible positive feedback

in the high latitudes: Arctic warming in the late summer–

early winter, NovemberBK sea ice loss, enhanced heat flux

from the ocean to the atmosphere, and further Arctic

warming in the midwinter. This local atmosphere–ice

feedback can be verified in the lead–lag correlation be-

tween the NovBASI and surface air temperature as well

as the net surface heat flux anomalies: The atmospheric

warming over the BK Seas and the subsequent reduced

ocean heat loss in October are followed by the November

BK sea ice decline (Fig. 3c), which, in turn, favors the in-

creased ocean heat loss to atmosphere and the Arctic

warming in December (Fig. 3d). However, the significant

midlatitude cooling trends in midwinter cannot be directly

attributed to the sea ice thermal forcing but are involved in

the atmospheric dynamic adjustment processes.

4. Large-scale atmospheric circulation response

To explore the impact of November BK sea ice loss to

the large-scale atmospheric circulation on the in-

terannual time scale, we regressed December–February

zonal-mean geopotential height and air temperature

anomalies onto the hi-NovBASI (Fig. 4). All the re-

gression coefficients are multiplied by 21 so that the

FIG. 2. (a) Normalized NovBASI, with the dashed lines denoting

the downward trend for the periods of 1979–2013 (blue), 1988–2013

(red), and 1998–2013 (green); (b) the detrendedNovBASI with the

1979–2013 linear trend subtracted. The dashed blue line is the

multidecadal component (10–35 yr) of NovBASI (low-NovBASI)

derived by the harmonic analysis of Fourier transforms. The

dashed red lines denote60.6 std dev of the low-NovBASI. (c) The

interannual component (2–10 yr) of NovBASI (hi-NovBASI) de-

rived by the harmonic analysis of Fourier transforms. The dashed

red lines denote 61.0 std dev of the hi-NovBASI.
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anomalies correspond to the minus one standard de-

viation of hi-NovBASI. TheNovember sea ice loss tends

to be associated with anomalous high pressure north of

608N and anomalous low pressure south of 608N in

December (Fig. 4a). The significant positive anomalies

of zonal-mean geopotential height extend upward from

the lower troposphere, which is consistent with a sig-

nificant polar warming associated with November sea

ice loss (Fig. 4d). The near-surface Arctic warming

subsides in January (Fig. 4e). Correspondingly, the tro-

pospheric positive geopotential height anomalies north

of 608N decrease in magnitude but are still statistically

significant, while the negative anomalies in the mid-

latitude at tropospheric levels become statistically sig-

nificant (Fig. 4b). This dipole geopotential height

pattern indicates the meridional seesaw relation be-

tween the Arctic and subarctic air mass, denoting the

negative phase of the AOmode. In February, the dipole

FIG. 3. (a) The 1979–2013 zonal-mean 2-m air temperature trends for each calendar month from September to

March. (b) Monthly trends of zonal-mean 2-m air temperature that is congruent with the NovBASI. Solid (dashed)

lines encircle the positive (negative) trends that exceed the 95% confidence level. Here, the trends congruent to

NovBASI are estimated by multiplying the actual linear trend value of NovBASI with the regression coefficients of

detrended zonal-mean 2-m air temperature anomalies onto the detrendedNovBASI. (c) Lag correlation between the

NovBASI and the October surface air temperature (black contours) and the October net surface heat flux (color

shading). The contour intervals are20.6,20.5,20.4,20.3, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. The thick gray linesmark theOctober

climatological sea ice edges (SIC $ 15%). The Barents and Kara Seas are enclosed by red thick lines. (d) As in (c),

but for the correlation between the NovBASI and the December surface air temperature and the December net

surface heat flux. Note that the positive anomalies of surface heat flux represent the decreased ocean heat loss to the

overlying atmosphere, and vice versa.
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pattern of geopotential height anomalies remains stable

and extends to the lower stratosphere, along with the

warming and weakening of the stratospheric polar vor-

tex (Figs. 4c,f). To further verify the coherence between

the NovBASI and the winter polar vortex, we defined a

polar vortex index (PVI) by area averaging the geo-

potential height anomaly over the area north of 708N.

The PVI is normalized by the standard deviation for

each pressure level and multiplied by 21 so that the

negative (positive) values correspond to the weakening

(strengthening) of polar vortex. This PVI definition is

similar to that of Kim et al. (2014). Figure 5a shows the

regression coefficients of the detrended PVI onto the

hi-NovBASI for the wintertime months. The prevailing

positive values of regression clearly indicate the weak-

ening (strengthening) of winter polar vortex in accor-

dance with the negative (positive) anomalies of BK sea

ice extent. The PVI anomalies mostly locate in the tro-

posphere in December and extend in the lower

stratosphere in February, though their magnitudes abate

with time (Fig. 5a). On the decadal time scale, however, the

polar vortex–NovBASI coherence appears stronger in Feb-

ruary than in December, and the only significant regression

coefficients emerge in the lower-stratospheric level (Fig. 5b).

Hence, the weakening (strengthening) of stratospheric polar

vortex in February apparently keeps pace with the negative

(positive) anomalies of November BK sea ice both on the

interannual time scale and on the decadal time scale.

The zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies associated with

the hi-NovBASI (Figs. 6a–c) are highly consistent with the

geopotential height and temperature fields (Fig. 4). Arctic

warming (Fig. 4d) reduces the meridional thickness gradi-

ent, leading to the deceleration of subpolar zonal winds in

December (Fig. 6a). The negative zonal wind anomalies

shifted southward to about 608N in January (Fig. 6b). In

February, the decelerated polar nighttime jet (Fig. 6c) ac-

companies the weakening of the stratospheric polar vortex

(Fig. 4c). Consequently, the zonal wind dipole pattern with

FIG. 4. Lag-regression coefficients of zonal-mean geopotential height anomalies in (a) December, (b) January, and (c) February on the

hi-NovBASI. The regression coefficients are multiplied by21 so that the anomalies correspond to21 std dev of hi-NovBASI. (d)–(f) As

in (a)–(c), but for zonal-mean air temperature. Solid (dashed) lines enclose the positive (negative) values that are significant at the 95%

confidence level.
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the deceleration at 508–708N and the acceleration at 308–
458N is fully developed from the surface to the stratosphere

(Fig. 6c). In contrast, the zonal wind anomalies corre-

sponding to minus one standard deviation of low-

NovBASI can be hardly discerned in December and

January (Figs. 6d,e). The NovBASI-related zonal wind

dipole pattern in the troposphere and the deceleration of

stratospheric polar nighttime jet in February, however, are

also validated on the decadal time scale (Fig. 6f).

The robustness of delayed atmospheric circulation re-

sponse to theNovemberBKsea ice on the interannual time

scale can be further verified through the composite analysis

method. The composite patterns of zonal-mean zonal wind

based on hi-NovBASI resemble the regression patterns,

but with larger amplitude of anomalies (Figs. 7a–c). The

composites of the winter meridional circulation anomalies

based on hi-NovBASI are shown in Figs. 7d–f. The me-

ridional polar cell enhances significantly inDecember, with

anomalous ascent in the midlatitude and descent near the

North Pole (Fig. 7d). Although the anomalous polar cell

seems to break down in midwinter as a result of the

weakening of the midlatitude updraft, the northern

anomalies at its lower branch sustain in magnitude and

position for the whole winter (Figs. 7e,f). These northerly

anomalies may incite the further deceleration of lower-

tropospheric zonal winds through the Coriolis effect. It is

noteworthy that the strengthening of the polar cell is not

thermally driven because the anomalous downdraft at the

North Pole is not consistent with the general Arctic

warming. The possible mechanism of this anomalous

meridional cell will be discussed in the next section.

As the primary leading mode of NH extratropical

atmospheric circulation, AO reflects the zonally

symmetric seesaw pattern of the Arctic and subarctic air

mass, the out-of-phase relation between the zonal wind

at 358 and 558N (Ambaum et al. 2001), and the coupling

between the troposphere and stratospheric polar vortex

(Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Cohen et al. 2007). Our

analyses indicated that the midwinter geopotential

height and zonal-mean zonal wind dipole patterns, as

well as the stratosphere–troposphere coupling associ-

ated with the NovBASI, are strongly projected onto the

AO/NAO mode. This relation is further validated in

Fig. 8a by the significant correlation between the de-

trended NovBASI and the detrended AO/NAO indices

in January and February (Fig. 8a). When applying an

11-yr running mean to the NovBASI, AO, and NAO

indices, there appears to be a coherence between the

NovBASI and February AO/NAO indices at the de-

cadal time scale, with the upward (downward) tenden-

cies prior to (following) the late 1980s (Fig. 8b).

Therefore, the AO–NovBASI connection particularly

stands out in February, as they covary not only at the

interannual time scale but also at the decadal time scale.

According to the numerical experiments by Deser

et al. (2007), the atmospheric response to the Arctic sea

ice anomalies is initially baroclinic and gradually adjusts

to an equivalent barotropic AO/NAO pattern in 2–

2.5 months. Our result supports these modeling results.

However, the detailed processes and factors linking the

November BK sea ice anomalies with the February AO/

NAO mode have not been clearly explained so far.

Here, we further explore the atmospheric responses to

the underlying sea ice anomalies in terms ofmechanisms

and their temporal evolution from fall to winter. The

15-day low-pass filtered zonal wind anomalies at 500 hPa

FIG. 5. Regression coefficients of 1979–2013wintertimemonthly detrended PVI (see detailed definition in the text)

onto (a) the hi-NovBASI and (b) the low-NovBASI. The black contours indicate the regressions that are significant

at the 95% confidence level.
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are composited for the low-minus-high hi-NovBASI

years (Fig. 9a) to depict the possible atmospheric ad-

justment process. The November BK sea ice retreat is

accompanied by the reversal of the tropospheric zonal

wind anomalies at about 808N, from an anomalous

westerly in early November to an anomalous easterly in

late November–early December. The early November

anomalous westerly corresponds to a cyclonic circula-

tion over the Arctic and the anomalous low pressure

over Scandinavia, favoring BK sea ice reduction through

enhanced warm temperature advection together with

the anomalous high pressure over western Siberia

(Fig. 9c). The warming associated with BK ice retreat

drives the westerly deceleration by weakening the me-

ridional temperature gradient. Once zonal wind relaxes,

the tropospheric circulation becomes less zonal, favor-

ing stronger trough and ridge structure and increased

meridional flow (Cohen et al. 2014a). The subsequently

enhanced temperature advections facilitate the north–

south heat exchange, leading to a weaker meridional

temperature gradient and further deceleration of the

zonal wind to the south. This positive feedback accounts

for the synchronous equatorward shift of negative zonal

wind anomalies (Fig. 9a) along with the reduced me-

ridional temperature gradient in December (Fig. 9b).

The above inference is well founded in the lead–lag

correlations between zonal-mean zonal wind and tem-

perature gradient anomalies (as indicated by the red

contours in Figs. 9a,b). The early December tempera-

ture gradient at 808N (the cross marker in Fig. 9b) is

positively correlated with the zonal-mean zonal wind

anomalies, with the maximum correlation axis tilted

southward with time (red contours in Fig. 9a). Similarly,

the deceleration of zonal wind at 758N (the cross marker

in Fig. 9a) is associated with the reduced temperature

gradient at its equatorward flank (red contours in

Fig. 9b). In early January, the positive zonal wind

anomalies appear at around 358N, aligning with the

stabilization of negative anomalies at around 558–608N
(Fig. 9a). This tropospheric zonal wind dipole pattern is

FIG. 6. Lag-regression coefficients of zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies in (a) December, (b) January, and (c) February on the

hi-NovBASI. The regression coefficients are multiplied by 21 in order to represent the anomalies corresponding to the 21 std dev of

hi-NovBASI. Solid (dashed) lines enclose the positive (negative) values that are significant at the 95% confidence level. (d)–(f) As in

(a)–(c), but for lag regressions on the low-NovBASI.
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followed by a significant relaxation of the stratospheric

polar nighttime jet (Fig. 6c) and the reestablishment of

the tropospheric dipole pattern in February (Fig. 9a).

The mechanism for the establishment of the dipole zonal

wind pattern and stratosphere–troposphere coupling can be

interpreted in the framework of wave–mean flow in-

teraction, as discussed below.

5. Wave–mean flow interaction

The mean zonal circulation climatology in January is

characterized by the coexistence of the tropospheric jet

stream (at ;308N and 200 hPa) and the stratospheric

polar nighttime jet (at ;658N and 10hPa), as shown in

Fig. 9d (thin contours). Because of persistent de-

celeration of the tropospheric westerly at 608N latitude

(Fig. 7b), the meridional gradient of zonal winds in-

tensifies at the poleward flank of the tropospheric jet

stream (Fig. 9d, color shading). The intensified gradient

of zonal wind represents the increase of horizontal wind

shear, by virtue of which the zonal mean flow becomes

barotropic instability. The barotropic instability favors

the energy cascading from the mean flow to smaller-

scale waves or eddies, providing a source of energy for

the waves and eddies (Vallis 2006).

Previous studies have shown the impact of Arctic sea

ice on the cold Eurasian winter weather extremes, polar

vortex weakening, and negative AO, all of which are

partially related to the change in planetary wave prop-

agation (Dethloff et al. 2006; Honda et al. 2009; Francis

and Vavrus 2012; Screen and Simmonds 2014; Kim et al.

2014; Peings and Magnusdottir 2014). There are also

FIG. 7. Composites of zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies in (a) December, (b) January, and (c) February based on the low-minus-high

years of hi-NovBASI. Solid (dashed) lines enclose the positive (negative) values that are significant at the 95% confidence level. (d)–(f) As

in (a)–(c), but for composites of the mean meridional circulation. The vertical velocity anomalies are amplified by 10-fold. Black vectors

denote either the meridional or the vertical velocity anomalies exceeding the 95% confidence level.
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indications that the sea ice anomalies can influence

synoptic-scale eddy activity through changes in the

storm track (Singarayer et al. 2006; Inoue et al. 2012;

Orsolini et al. 2012). Jaiser et al. (2012) suggested that

Arctic sea ice change impacts differently the develop-

ment of synoptic and planetary waves. Those studies,

though implicating the significance of eddies in the re-

mote impact of sea ice, did not articulate the processes

involving the two-way interaction between the mean

flows and waves. Given their possible roles in the tele-

connection of the sea ice anomalies and remote atmo-

spheric responses, the stationary and transient EP fluxes

and their divergence on the pressure–latitude sections

are composited based on the hi-NovBASI. The No-

vember anomalous upward stationary wave EP flux

(representing poleward heat flux) associated with the

November low-minus-high BK sea ice is located at ap-

proximately 708N, which corresponds to enhanced

northward heat flux and thus contributes to the surface

Arctic warming (figure not shown). However, the

transient EP flux counteracts the effect of stationary

waves by reducing the poleward heat flux at the same

latitudes (figure not shown). The delayed responses of

EP flux and its divergence from December to February

are presented in Fig. 10. There are anomalous poleward

EP fluxes of both stationary waves and transient eddies in

the upper troposphere. The anomalous EP flux conver-

gence (divergence) arises at the poleward of about 608N
(equatorward of about 408N) flank of the maximal hori-

zontal EP flux anomalies at the upper-tropospheric

levels. According to wave–mean flow interaction the-

ory, these EP flux convergence (divergence) anomalies

tend to decelerate (accelerate) the mean flow (Vallis

2006). Therefore, the westerlies increase equatorward of

508N and decrease poleward of 508N, creating a dipole

pattern in the troposphere. In addition, the negative

anomaly of hi-NovBASI is followed by the strong pre-

vailing upward propagation of stationary wave energy

from the upper troposphere to the lower stratosphere in

January (Fig. 10b), which may, to some extent, disturb

the stratospheric circulation.

Further examination of the detailed processes of AO

mode development was rendered by dissecting the zonal

wind dipole pattern into the time–pressure sections of

508–708N mean composites (Fig. 11a) and 308–458N
mean composites (Fig. 11c), respectively. A number of

factors (e.g., the upper-tropospheric EP flux divergence,

the lower-troposphericmeridional wind, and the vertical

component of EP flux at the tropopause level) contribute

to the zonal wind anomalies (Figs. 11b,d). Corresponding

to the BK sea ice retreat, the lower-stratospheric polar

nighttime jet decelerate remarkably in late November.

The stratospheric zonal wind anomalies propagate down-

ward to the troposphere in late December and early Jan-

uary. The largest zonal wind deceleration coincides

sequentially with first the significant EP flux convergence

anomalies at the upper troposphere (black line in Fig. 11b)

and then the anomalous northerly wind at the lower tro-

posphere (green line in Fig. 11b), which are associated

with the speedup of the polar cell (Fig. 7d–f). As men-

tioned above, EP flux convergence acts to decelerate the

zonal-mean zonal flow, and the northerly anomalies tend

to produce the easterly anomalies in the NH under the

Coriolis effect. These two factors collaborate to drive the

subpolar deceleration of zonal wind from the surface to

tropopause. Such westerly deceleration brings about an

increase of midlatitude (408–608N) horizontal wind shear

(Fig. 9d). The subsequently intensified mean flow baro-

tropic instability may account for the intensified planetary

wave activity and hence the significant upward stationary

EP flux anomalies at the tropopause level in January (red

line in Fig. 11b). The enhanced wave disturbances from

the troposphere to stratosphere are the harbingers of the

FIG. 8. (a) Correlation coefficients between detrendedNovBASI

and AO (red) and NAO (blue) indices. The dashed gray line de-

notes the 95% significance level. (b) The 11-yr running mean time

series of the NovBASI and February AO and NAO indices. The

horizontal axis represents the starting year of the 11-yr mean.
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stratospheric polar vortex weakening and sudden strato-

spheric warming (Polvani and Waugh 2004), which are

closely connected to the relaxation of the stratospheric

polar nighttime jet in late January (Fig. 11a). The zonal

wind anomalous signals again propagate downward from

the stratosphere to troposphere on a time scale of about

20 days. In the meanwhile, the upper-tropospheric EP flux

convergence and the lower-tropospheric northerly wind

anomalies reemerge in February. The tropospheric zonal

wind deceleration acts in concert with the downward

FIG. 9. (a) Composites of the 15-day low-pass filtered zonal-mean zonal wind at the 500-hPa level based on the

hi-NovBASI (low-minus-high years). The red contours denote the lead–lag correlations between the 500-hPa zonal-mean

zonal wind and the 850-hPa meridional temperature gradient on 10 December at 808N, as marked by the cross in (b).

Contour intervals are 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. (b)As in (a), but for the 850-hPameridional temperature gradient. The red

contours denote the lead–lag correlations between the 850-hPa meridional temperature gradient and the 500-hPa zonal-

mean zonal wind 8 December at 758N, as marked by the cross in (a). Contour intervals are 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7.

(c)Composites of 5November sea level pressure anomalies based on the hi-NovBASI (low-minus-high years). The green

contoursmark the climatological location of Icelandic lowandAleutian low.The red arrow indicates the northwardwarm

advection over the BK Seas. (d) Composites of January meridional gradient of the zonal wind anomalies based on the

hi-NovBASI (color shading). Positive (negative) values indicate the enhanced (reduced) south–north wind shear. Thick

solid (dashed) lines enclose the positive (negative) values that are significant at the 95% confidence level. The January

zonal-mean zonal wind climatology is also shown as the thin black contours (m s21), with the maximum in the upper-

tropospheric (lower stratospheric) level signifying the location of the subtropical jet stream (polar nighttime jet).
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FIG. 10. Composites of the stationary wave EP flux (vector) and EP flux divergence (color shading) anomalies in (a) December,

(b) January, and (c) February based on the hi-NovBASI low-minus-high years. The positive (negative) values in color shading denote the

EP flux divergence (convergence) anomalies. (d)–(f) As in (a)–(c), but for composites of the transient eddy EP flux and its divergence. EP

flux divergence (convergence) values significant at the 95%confidence level are enclosed by the solid (dashed) lines. Blue (red) vectors are

the vertical (meridional) EP flux anomalies that exceed the 95% significance level.
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propagation of zonal wind signals from the lower strato-

sphere, achieving the coupling between the strato-

sphere and troposphere in February. It is noteworthy

that the stratosphere–troposphere coupling appears

not only in February but also in late November–early

December (Fig. 11a), following the anomalous upward

wave energy propagation in early November (Fig. 11b).

The concurrence of this coupling process at the upper

troposphere–lower stratosphere and the BK sea ice de-

cline at the air–sea interface eliminates the possible

causal link between them. The apparent correlation may

be attributed to other factors currently unknown to us.

Aside from contributing to the zonal wind de-

celeration, the near-surface northerly wind anomalies

FIG. 11. (a) Composites of the 15-day low-pass 508–708Nmean zonal-mean zonal wind based

on hi-NovBASI low-minus-high years. Black (gray) contours enclose the values that are sig-

nificant at the 95% (90%) confidence level. (b) Composites of the 100-hPa stationary vertical

EP flux (red, right axis), the 950-hPa zonal-mean meridional wind (green, left axis), and the

250-hPa total EP flux divergence (black, far right axis). The positive (negative) values of black

line denote the EP flux divergence (convergence) anomalies. (c) As in (a), but for the 308–458N
mean zonal-mean zonal wind. (d) Composites of the 250-hPa stationary (red) and transient

(blue) EP flux divergence. Thick solid lines in (b) and (d) mark the values exceeding the

95% level.
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themselves may, to some extent, be attributed to the

wave activity, as evidenced by the fact that significant

northerly wind anomalies closely follow the negative

anomalies of total EP flux divergence (Fig. 11b). To

offset the eddy effect on the deceleration of zonal wind

at the subpolar upper troposphere, the large-scale at-

mospheric circulation tends to adjust itself and induce a

local counterclockwise meridional circulation (Holton

and Hakim 2013), hence fueling the speedup of the

meridional polar cell and the corresponding lower-

tropospheric northerly wind anomalies.

Compared with the subpolar region, the subtropical

positive zonal wind anomalies are located primarily at the

middle-to-upper-tropospheric levels (Fig. 11c). The tran-

sient EPflux divergence is themajor factor contributing to

the zonal wind acceleration, while stationary EP flux acts

to cancel out the transient eddy effect in January and re-

inforce the transient eddy effect in February (Fig. 11d).

The stratosphere–troposphere coupling process and the

establishment of the tropospheric zonal wind dipole pat-

tern both demonstrate the robust dynamic linkage be-

tween November BK sea ice and the AO mode.

6. Conclusions and discussion

In this study, the critical timing and location of Arctic

sea ice forcing on the winter atmospheric circulation are

determined in terms of consistency among sea ice loss,

surface turbulent heat flux, and Arctic warming, both in

the interannual variances and long-term trends. The

November BK sea ice retreat not only plays a significant

role in the recent Arctic warming, but it also leads to

changes in the large-scale atmospheric circulation. The

sequential dynamical processes linking the November

BK sea ice retreat to the negative AO phase in February

were conceptually illustrated in Fig. 12. The immediate

FIG. 12. Schematic diagram depicting the winter atmospheric circulation response to the November BK sea ice retreat. The seasonal

evolution from November to February is marked across the bottom, with by the corresponding atmospheric circulation responses above,

and the cylinders denoting the polar air columns. The key processes responsible for transmitting the atmospheric anomalous signals

through time are labeled within the big blue arrows. Normal, decelerated, and accelerated westerlies are shown as yellow, blue, and red

circular arrows, respectively.
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reaction of the atmosphere to sea ice loss is the ther-

modynamic polar air column stretching and lower-level

warming. The subsequent decrease of the meridional

temperature gradient induces the deceleration and

southward shift of the circumpolar westerly in the tro-

posphere and the intensification of the meridional polar

cell in December. The large-scale atmospheric response

in December stimulates the wave–mean flow interaction

in the following months: the enhanced midlatitude baro-

tropic instability due to increasing horizontal wind

shear facilitates the EP flux convergence of both sta-

tionary wave and transient eddies at the subpolar lati-

tudes, which induce the deceleration of zonal wind in

the upper troposphere. The persistent northerly wind

anomalies continuously feed back to the deceleration of

zonal winds in the lower troposphere. Synchronous de-

celeration of zonal wind throughout the troposphere

represents the barotropic adjustment processes of the

atmospheric circulation in January. The enhanced up-

ward stationary wave energy propagation contributes

to the lower-stratospheric warming and polar vortex

weakening in late January and February. Through the

stratosphere–troposphere coupling and downward prop-

agation of zonal wind anomalies, the negative AOpattern

reaches its peak amplitude in February.

Our study, consistent with Jaiser et al. (2012), proposed

that the sea ice anomalies can exert a remote impact on the

winter atmospheric circulation through the atmospheric

dynamical adjustment processes. However, Jaiser et al.

(2012) focused on the late summer season (August–

September) and the Siberian domain, when and where

the sea ice exhibits both strong standard deviation and

linear decreasing trends [seeFig. 1 from Jaiser et al. (2012)].

However, melting in the late summer cannot directly force

the atmosphere, because heat fluxes are going into the

ocean from the atmosphere in this season. When heat

transfers from the ocean to the atmosphere in fall (and is

particularly strong in winter) sea ice anomalies provide a

forcing to the atmosphere. Only the Barents–Kara Seas

sustain the sea ice variation and significant declining trends

in the cold season (Fig. 1b), which highlights the impor-

tance of the sea ice anomalies in the Barents–Kara Seas to

the winter atmospheric circulation. In summary, this study

makes new contributions in two areas: First, we explained

why the Barents and Kara Seas are the key area and why

November is the critical month for sea ice influencing the

winter atmosphere. The BK seas are the only area within

theArctic Circlewhere sea ice exhibits large variability and

long-term trends throughout winter (Fig. 1b), which allows

sea ice to exert tremendous influences on the overlying

atmosphere through surface fluxes. The net turbulent flux

in the BK Seas shows the largest variability and long-term

trend in November (Fig. 1c), which makes this month a

likely window to initialize surface disturbance to the at-

mosphere. Considering the persistence of the sea ice

anomaly, such a surface forcing could last through winter.

Second, we examined possible physical processes that link

sea ice–associated surface fluxes to the responding atmo-

sphere circulation from the troposphere to stratosphere

and from the Arctic to midlatitudes. As mentioned above,

the deceleration of the subpolar westerly can be attributed

by the Arctic warming and intensification of the polar cell,

which are both induced by low Arctic sea ice. These ther-

modynamic and dynamic processes work to reenforce each

other. The subsequent wind shear changes lead to the en-

hanced midlatitude barotropic instability that provides

energy for stationary waves and transient eddies. The

convergence/divergence of wave flux further impacts the

zonal wind distribution. This study proposes a more com-

plete dynamic pathway leading from November sea ice

anomalies in the BK Seas to February AO variability than

that presented in Cohen et al. (2014a).

It is well known that thewinterAO index has exhibited a

significant downward trend since the 1990s (Overland and

Wang 2005), and its spatial pattern shifted from the tradi-

tional tripolar pattern to a dipole pattern (Zhang et al.

2008). Our study is consistent with previous studies by ac-

knowledging the role of early winter sea ice variability in

the Barents andKara Seas in leading the recent weakening

of the winter AO/NAOmode (Kim et al. 2014; Inoue et al.

2012). In addition, we demonstrate how this connection

happens and identify the possible dynamic responses in

each month from November to February.

In addition to the changing greenhouse gas forcing, BK

sea ice is another important factor in influencing the

northern middle-to-high-latitude climate change but is

not the only factor. The Eurasian snow cover (Cohen

et al. 2014b) and tropical Pacific SST anomalies (Ding

et al. 2014) have also contributed to the recent NH cli-

mate change. On the other hand, Cattiaux and Cassou

(2013) compared the winter AO changes estimated from

previous (CMIP3) versus ongoing (CMIP5) generations

of multimodel projections under similar emission sce-

narios. They found a large discrepancy between the two

model groups in predicting the AO trends, with positive

AO trends in CMIP3 but negative AO trends in CMIP5.

The probable causes may include whether the models

correctly simulate the localized faster sea ice loss in the

Barents and Kara Seas in early winter and whether the

models are effective in simulating the dynamic responses

in the atmosphere, as we suggested here. It could also

depend on whether the models correctly capture the re-

mote influence of the western tropical Pacific warming in

late winter. Therefore, the improvement of modeling

performance in terms of future northern extratropical

climate prediction may depend on gaining a better
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understanding of atmospheric responses to various ex-

ternal forcing and on improving simulations of the No-

vember BK sea ice trend and variability as well as of the

related atmospheric dynamic processes.
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